How this fits together
Distance learning mode:
It all starts here!
Interactive Study Guide – Click and explore!
Internal hyperlinks to:
PDFs of course PowerPoints (for easy introductions)
Trainer resource manuals:
1.

15 Magic Words (Instructional design)

2. Making Magic Happen (Facilitation)
3. The Magic unfolds (Compliance, Conducting
Assessments and Validation)
4. Further reading (in Reader Folder)
Assessment Manual
Assessment bank (in own folder) – some links are from the
Topic Pages but all links are in the Assessment Manual.

These have detailed bookmarks you
access by opening the Ribbon
Symbol. Then scroll down to the
page you need and it will open.

The ‘how to’ and examples of using
the templates to complete
assessment tasks are found in the
Trainer Resource Manuals. Use the
Topic Pages to find what you want.

External hyperlinks to:
Web sites with useful information about vocational
education
Links to key publications about topics in vocational
education, such as assessment development, validation,
facilitation methodologes, conducting assessments and
compliance.

Just click on the links to browse
through the options

Note that these resources are designed to give you powerful tools that will see you through at least
the next five years of professional practice.
While you may not need all of this knowledge or the practical skills at the start, they will be a useful
reference tool as you develop your skills repertoire.
If you would like to have a printed version of the Trainer Resource Manuals, these can be
purchased in colour printed copies from Sea Eagle Training. See www.seaeagle.edu.au for more
details.

Workshop mode:
It all starts here!
Flipped Learning Guide – Click and explore!
The Flipped Learning Guide:
Sets the pre-course project and the in course between session projects
Outlines the workshop sessions, linking these to Topics in the Study Guide
Outlines the assessment process
Give you an assessment task checklist to help you keep track of your progress.
Internal hyperlinks to:
Workshop program topics
Interactive Study Guide
Trainer resource manuals:
1.

15 Magic Words (Instructional design)

2. Making Magic Happen (Facilitation)
3. The Magic unfolds (Compliance, Conducting
Assessments and Validation)
4. Further reading (in Reader Folder)
Assessment Manual
Assessment bank (in own folder)

Flipped Learning is a system where
you are guided to do reading and
research before you come to each
session.
It allows workshop time to
concentrate on practical skills and
discussing the application of theory,
rather than presenting theory itself.

